Please Join Us for a Virtual Event:

Building Machines & Careers with Technology

**What?** A LIVE conversation with technology early talent at Caterpillar sharing their insights on a day in the life of a software engineer, data scientist and digital analyst. They will share how their work directly contributes to building a better world through technology and serving our customers. Q&A time will be provided to allow our panelists a chance answer the questions that matter the most to YOU!

**Who?**

- Jake Bajo – Data Scientist
- Christina Mosnick – Software Engineer
- Josh Carrington – Digital Technical Analyst

**When?** Wednesday, April 15th from 5-6 PM CST

**Where?**
- Join Microsoft Teams Meeting
  - +1 312-270-1925 United States, Chicago (Toll)
  - Conference ID: 910 628 199#